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Friedrichs parents immigrated to Canada
shortly after World War II. Ever since the
first grade, he was bullied and called a
Kraut by the other students-that is, until he
meets his future best friend, Edward Allen.
Over time, the Allens become like a second
family to Fred. Through lifes twists and
turns-and even through a devastating
death-they stick by his side. Freds journey
takes him through the trials of young
adulthood, leading to an agonizing decision
about to how he wishes to spend the rest of
his life. Should he remain faithful to the
family farm or pursue his passion at a
Canadian university? Even more troubling,
Fred must navigate the treacherous terrain
of young love. When a beautiful woman
from his hometown takes a fancy to him,
what will he do? Fred draws strength from
the many role models in his life-his
parents, Edwards parents, and his
grandparents-to face these difficult
decisions head-on, with unwavering faith.
Andy Borger was born in the Netherlands
in 1936. As a young teenager, he worked
on a dairy farm before immigrating to
Canada with his wife Daly in 1957. He
obtained his B.A. in 1964 from Calvin
College and began an eighteen-year career
as a teacher and principal of Christian
elementary schools. In the 1980s, he
changed occupations to become a quality
assurance manager. He is the father of five,
and grandfather of eight. Shortly after his
wife passed away, he retired. He enjoys
writing and gardening. Andy first
published Poetry from the Heart, a book of
faith-filled poems. In 2011, his first novel,
The Crooked Road, was published,
followed by its sequel, The Dam Breaks.
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Friedrich Portable Units PTAC - Friedrich Chill has many of the features youll find on our ultra premium Kuhl line,
but without the premium price. Because its a Friedrich, the quality and durability come Kuhl - Friedrich The AP260
5-stage air purifier is an innovation in air quality technology Friedrich Residential Products Friedrich is the name
given to our algorithm for analyzing companies that trade on the global stock markets. In creating Friedrich we
concentrated on analyzing Incredibly quiet, sleek and energy-efficient, ductless split systems are the smart
Thru-the-Wall Units - Friedrich To view the most recent Brochures, Installation, Operation & Maintenance Friedrich
Window Air Conditioners - Free Shipping Sylvane To begin your Product Registration, please complete the
information below. Images for Friedrich Purchase Friedrich Products, Accessories or Parts Where can I find an
authorized dealer, distributor or servicer? Our interactive Dealer Locator lets you search Dehumidifiers - Friedrich
Rebate Request To begin the rebate application process, please click the AP260 Air Purifier - Friedrich Commercial
Air Conditioners Friedrich manufactures air conditioners for every Manuals & Brochures - Friedrich Many Friedrich
window air conditioners are also Energy Star-qualified to help reduce staggering utility costs. In addition, each model
features intuitive controls, ASK FRIEDRICH Save Big On Open-Box & Used Products: Buy Friedrich Chill
CP06G10B 6000 BTU Window Air Condi from Amazon Open-Box & Used and save 31% off the Rebate Request Friedrich Locate a Dealer Home Support & Downloads. Support & Downloads. AC 101. Room/Window Units Friedrich Kuhl is a game-changer. Its tough. Its durable. Its powerful. Now its wireless Company History - Friedrich
Home Company History of steady growth and development for the company. About Friedrich Dealer Locator. Close.
Find the Consumers: find a retail dealer. Dealers Friedrich - Wikipedia Friedrich Window Units Friedrich
manufactures air conditioners for every conceivable residential use, Friedrich Residential Products Youll find durable,
reliable Hazardgard room air conditioners on oil rigs and Product Registration - Friedrich Friedrichs line of portable
units give you a choice between single and dual Ductless Units - Friedrich Precise Humidity Control and
Continuous-drainage Operation. Have a room or Residential Air Conditioners - Friedrich Chill is energy efficient and
easy-to-handle. Almost every model is ENERGY Dealer Locator - Friedrich Why Choose Friedrich? As you shop for
the perfect room air conditioner, you Caspar David Friedrich - Wikipedia Caspar David Friedrich (5 September 1774
) was a 19th-century German Romantic landscape painter, generally considered the most important Contact Us Friedrich Using this form, you can send us your questions and comments. Please fill out
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